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Preface
Introduction to Ardent Product Documentation
This preface contains useful information about Ardent’s conventions for documenting command 
syntax and system output, as well as providing explanations of the specially designed icons that 
indicate important notes, tips, and warnings in the documentation.

Note
This manual uses both the term SB+ and SB+ Server interchangeably with SB+ being the abbrevi-
ated expression.

Features of Ardent Manuals
Ardent strives to produce useful, high quality documentation while maintaining a consistent look 
and feel. It will help you to know the following conventions which are common to this and all 
Ardent manuals. This section explains the following:

• conventions

• elements of syntax statements

• notes, warnings, and tips

• screen captures
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Conventions
All Ardent manuals depict command syntax according to industry standards. The following table 
lists the syntax conventions:

Convention Description

bold courier font Bold courier font indicates required commands that you must enter in 
the manner shown. You must enter all punctuation marks that appear in 
bold, unless otherwise indicated.

courier font Courier font indicates system output, such as prompt signs, responses 
to commands, and program code. Courier font is also used to depict 
paths to directories or files.

bold Bold font indicates the name of an element on the screen, such as a 
menu, a form, or a prompt. Also indicates the names of files or directo-
ries.

lower case italics Lower case italics is used for syntactical expression of user-supplied 
words, variables, and expressions

xx Italic lower-case xx indicates a placeholder for a system id. For exam-
ple, xxCONTROL.

> The > character separates each option in a menu hierarchy. For exam-
ple, “choose Setup > Miscellaneous”, means choose the Setup menu 
then the Miscellaneous option.

[ ] Square brackets indicate an item that is optional. You may include a 
number of items enclosed in brackets in a Unidata command or func-
tion.

{ } Braces indicate that you must choose one of the items separated by the 
vertical bar ( | ).

| Vertical bar separates option arguments from which you may choose.

. . . An ellipsis (...) after an argument indicates that you may use more than 
one argument on a single command line.

Conventions
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Elements of Syntax Statements
SB+ Server has many commands that you enter as part of paragraphs. The syntax statement 
includes the command name, required arguments, and options that you can use with the command. 
Italics represents a variable that you can replace with any valid option. The following figure illus-
trates the elements of a syntax statement:

Important Notes, Warnings, and Tips
You will notice several different icons throughout this manual. These icons draw attention to 
important information about the product.

Note
A Note icon indicates important additional information on the subject.

Warning
A Warning icon alerts you to the danger of deleting or corrupting data.

COMMAND required [option] [option1 | option2]
{option1 | option2} required... "string" 

command names

no brackets or braces
indicates a required
argument

square brackets indicate
an optional argument

a vertical line indicates that
you may choose between
the given arguments

braces indicate that you
must choose between
the given arguments

an ellipsis indicates that
you may enter more than
one argument

quotation marks

appear in boldface

must enclose a
literal string
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Reminder
A Reminder icon marks information that is discussed in detail in another chapter or another 
Ardent manual.

Tip
A Tip icon denotes shortcuts, commands, or procedures that may help you use Ardent products 
more efficiently.
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Chapter 1 - Installing 
SB+ Server on Unix
This chapter describes how to install SB+ Server for uniVerse/UniData Unix based systems. This 
chapter also describes how to upgrade SB+ Server from previous releases.
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Requirements

Hardware Requirements

Hard Disk Space

New Installation

22MB

SB+ Upgrade

During the installation process, you need an additional 5MB to allow old and new copies of the SB 
or SB+ account to reside simultaneously.

Note
SB+ Server accounts are named slightly differently for uniVerse and UniData database environ-
ments. In the case of uniVerse, SB+ Server accounts include a + (plus) symbol, for example, SB+, 
and SB+.DEFN. SB+ Server accounts in the UniData database environment are named without the 
+ (plus) sign, that is SB, and SB.DEFN. The latter method of denotion is used throughout this 
manual as this will work for all environments supported by SB+ Server. Another reason for doing 
this was to ensure brevity and clarity of explanation.

If you need SB.DEFN and SBDEMO to reside simultaneously, you need a total of 20MB addi-
tional space during installation.

Software Requirements

Software Compatibility Statement

Release 5 of SB+ Server requires SBClient release 5 together with UniData Relational Database 
Management System (RDBMS) Release 3.3.2, or above, or uniVerse RDBMS Release 9.4 or 
above.

If you wish to use the UniData System Administration Manager (USAM) Print Spooler, you need 
USAM Print Release 3.5d, or later.
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Installing SB+ Server

Installation Checklist
Use the following checklist to note details about your machine and its environment, which you will 
need to perform the installation successfully. You may require the services of your System Admin-
istrator to complete the checklist or perform some of the administration tasks it describes:

Complete the installation checklist:

1. The superuser name and password.

2. The name of the UNIX group to which all the SB+ accounts will belong (this may be sb or 
some other specially created group).

This is a system administration task. Your Systems Administrator should be able to provide 
you with the relevant name to use, or details of how to create one specially for the purpose. 
This should be done before continuing with the installation.

3. The pathname of the directory where SB+ Server is to be installed.

This location will have to be decided by the System Administrator.

4. The pathname of the UNIX tape device to load SB+ Server from.

SB+ Server is loaded from the supplied media using a cpio command.

Tape devices differ between different versions of UNIX so it is important to know this now.

5. The pathname of the UniData or uniVerse home directory.

Once logged into UNIX as the super user you must be using the Bourne shell and must have 
the UniData/uniVerse pathname available for use.

The Systems Administrator will need to provide you with the pathname to the UniData or uni-
Verse home directory on your machine. This will usually be similar to /usr/ud, depending on 
where UniData was installed or /u1/uv in the case of uniVerse depending on where uniVerse 
was installed.

6. The pathname of the UniData/uniVerse bin directory.
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The Systems Administrator will need to provide you with the pathname to the UniData or uni-
Verse bin directory on your machine. This will usually be similar to /usr/ud/bin, depending 
on where UniData was installed, or /u1/uv/bin in the case of uniVerse, depending on where 
uniVerse was installed.
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Installation Instructions
1. Login to UNIX as root, or superuser.

2. Make sure that you are running the Bourne shell, that the pathname to UniData/uniVerse is set 
up and that umask is set properly.

In the case of uniVerse, you need to specify.

sh
PATH=$PATH:<pathname from checklist item 6>
export PATH
umask 007

If you are installing SB+ Server on a non-English version of UNIX, then you must set the lan-
guage environment variable (LANG) to C for the installation procedure, for example:

LANG=C
export LANG

In the case of UniData, you need to specify:

sh
UDTHOME=<pathname from checklist item 5>; export UDTHOME
UDTBIN=<pathname from checklist item 6>; export UDTBIN
PATH=$PATH:$UDTBIN; export PATH
umask 007

3. Move to the working directory where you intend to load the SB, SB.DEFN, and SBDEMO 
accounts. This is found in checklist item 3.

For example, this may be the /u/sbplus directory, so:

cd /u/sbplus

4. Load the tape containing the SB, SB.DEFN and SBDEMO accounts into the appropriate drive 
and load the contents of the tape onto the machine. This requires that you use the device spec-
ified in checklist item 4:

cpio -icvBdum < device

For instance:

cpio -icvBdum < /dev/rmt0
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5. If you intend to use non standard names for the SB+ accounts, move (mv) SB and SB.DEFN 
to their new locations here. For the rest of this document, insert your names wherever SB and 
SB.DEFN are mentioned.

For more information see "Renaming the SB+ Account" on page 18.

6. Move from the directory you are now in to the SB directory that was just loaded from tape. For 
instance:

cd SB

7. Invoke UniData or uniVerse in this directory:

that is, udt or uv

On certain machines, uniVerse responds with a message, such as:

Byte-swapped magic number in operating system file “VOC”, use “fnuxi VOC” to con-
vert.

If this happens, then execute the following command from the parent directory of SB+, 
SB+.DEFN, and SBDEMO:

find SB+ SB+.DEFN SBDEMO -print -exec format.conv -6 {} \;

On certain machines, UniData responds with a message, such as:

This machine is a low byte machine. VOC is high byte machine 2.0 static version.

If this happens, then execute the following commands from the parent directory of SB, 
SB.DEFN and SBDEMO:

convcode .
convdata -r .

Then invoke either UniData (entering udt) or uniVerse (entering uv).

8. SB+ Server will now install itself. It will begin by changing all the file pointers to point to the 
directories you have just created. 

Having fixed the file pointers, the installation program will then prompt you for further input:

i. Firstly a prompt will appear asking if you wish to install SB+ Server. If you answer N 
you will be logged out. Answer Y to begin installing SB+ Server.

In the case of UniData based systems the following will apply:
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Installing SB+ Server
You will be prompted for the catalog mode (see "SB+ Compilation Mode (Uni-
Data based systems)" on page 27). If you wish to accept the default (global cat-
alog and program prefix of ‘_SB_’), press ENTER at the prompts.

You are then prompted if you wish to use the USAM:Print facilities. Answer Y 
or N.

For information on USAM:Print facilities, see "Configuring SB+ Print Manage-
ment (UniData)" on page 30.

ii. You are then prompted for the name of the group under which SB+ is installed. This 
can be found from checklist item 2.

9. Messages will be displayed to indicate the status of the installation process.

10. On successful completion of the installation you will be presented with a message on how to 
log back into SB+ Server. Make a note of these instructions. Pressing ENTER returns you to 
the UNIX prompt. The instructions will typically be as follows:

umask 007
newgrp sb
cd /u/sbplus/SB
./.profile

which invokes the SB+ login screen. It is important to execute these commands before creating 
any SB+ accounts.

Note
The newgrp sb step (shown for illustration purposes above) is completed because SB+ Server 
assumes that all users of SB+ Server belong to a common UNIX group called - in this case - sb. 
The root user must belong to group sb so that any files created while in SB+ Server have the cor-
rect UNIX characteristics to be accessed by other SB+ Server users.

SB+ Server occupies around 22MB of disk space. In the case of UniData based systems, the instal-
lation process will also optionally install a copy of the SB+ Server object into the global catalog 
space in the directory: <Unidata_path>/sys/CTLG. Currently this is about 8MB.

In the interests of system security and efficient use of UNIX system resources, it is recommended 
that each user of the UNIX system be given a unique login id. This login id must belong to the 
group assigned to SB+ Server. The initial login directory must be a path to a valid SB+ Server Uni-
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Data/uniVerse account. Also, the initial shell must be the Bourne shell (that is, /bin/sh) and the 
umask must be set up as ‘007’.

Installation Troubleshooting
The SB+ Server installation scripts and documentation are platform specific. Should a problem 
occur, the first step is to ensure that the installation instructions and version of SB+ Server are for 
the platform where the install is being attempted. Next review the installation instructions to 
ensure that they have been followed correctly. This includes naming conventions, environment 
variables, user/group permissions, recompiling/recataloging of programs, licensing, and so on.

Renaming the SB+ Account
SB+ Server is normally installed as SB or SB+. When using the account creation functions of SB+ 
Server, all file and program pointers in the application being created are set relative to the SB 
account. This means that SB+ Server can be installed under a name other than SB and whatever the 
name chosen, application accounts will always be created with the correct file and program point-
ers. However, if the decision is taken to change the name of the SB account after application 
accounts have been created, the file and program paths in the VOCs of those application accounts 
will not be updated automatically and the application may not function until the paths and pointers 
have been reset. Any new application accounts created subsequently will have the correct paths to 
SB+ Server programs and files (for example, will point to the new SB account), but the existing 
accounts will need to have their paths reset manually, as described below. When renaming the SB 
account, the SB.DEFN account must also be renamed to be consistent. That is, whatever name is 
chosen for the SB account, the ‘defn’ account must have that name with ‘.DEFN’ appended to it 
(eg. SB5 and SB5.DEFN).

Multiple SB+ Accounts
Since SB+ Server’s main account does not have to be called SB, it follows that more that one ver-
sion of SB+ Server can be resident on the same system at the same time, but under different names. 
However, note the following:

1. The internal structure of the COMMON block changed considerably between releases 2.3.2 
and 3.3.0 and changed again between 3.4 and 4. This means that subroutines cannot be shared 
between earlier and later releases. Where multiple versions of SB+ are installed, each applica-
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tion account must have all of its file and program pointers set to only one SB+ account at a 
time (but different application accounts can point to different SB+ accounts).

2. The structure of some control records, and even the files in which they reside, changed 
between releases 2.3.2 and 3.3.0. Different versions of SB+ Server, cannot, therefore share 
files, nor should application accounts which point to different versions of SB+ Server attempt 
to share files.

3. The named COMMON block used to implement the file caching scheme may have changed 
between the releases. This could cause a problem when logging between earlier and later 
releases, due to ‘named common block size mismatch’. This can be resolved by logging off 
completely from the older release, then logging into the new and vice versa.

4. Even though Unidata/uniVerse will allow more than one SB+ Server account under the same 
name, by placing them in different directories, only one account should be named SB, other-
wise conflicts will arise due to the use of globally cataloged programs and common system 
files and records (e.g. UV.ACCOUNT in uniVerse).

In Unidata, from release 3 of SB+ Server, it has been possible to catalog directly instead of 
globally. This option is preferable if more than one version of SB+ Server is to be installed. If 
more than one version of SB+ Server is to be installed globally, then only one version should 
use the default prefix of ‘_SB_’, the other versions should use different prefixes to avoid con-
flicts. Refer to the upgrade notes on cataloguing for additional information.

5. Each version of SB+ Server must be fully licensed before any attempt is made to install 
another version. Any attempt to install a second version before licensing of the first version is 
complete will result in security violations when attempting to use either version.

Changing SB+ Paths/Fixing Pointers

Care should be taken to ensure that all VOC pointers (these include: ‘C’atalog, ‘F’ile, ‘Dir’ectory, 
‘P’ointer, ‘R’emote, and ‘V’erb) are reset to point to the new SB+ Server location/version. Pointers 
to both SB and SB.DEFN will need to be reset. Within the renamed SB account itself, the pointers 
to SB.DEFN will also need to be reset. In SAPROGS, the program FIX.SBPLUS.POINTERS should 
be run to fix the pointers in the SB, SB.DEFN and SBDEMO accounts (this is done automatically 
if the SB account is being installed under a different name directly from tape).

Where the SB account has been renamed, or where it is desired to switch an application account 
between different versions of SB+ Server on the same machine, the program and file pointers in 
the VOC of each application account will need to be changed to point to the new location/version.
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Since UniData/uniVerse store the full path in the VOC entry, it is necessary to ensure that the full 
path is reset correctly. The program FIX.SBPLUS.POINTERS can be run in each application account 
to re-direct the pointers to the new/renamed SB and  SB.DEFN accounts. As the existing VOC 
entry will still be pointing to the old account, it must first be reset via the SETFILE command.

Note
The SETFILE command syntax will be similar to “SETFILE full_path SAPROGS”. However you 
should refer to your database documentation for the exact syntax of the SETFILE command on 
your system. Note that the ‘full path’ includes SAPROGS (for example, 
/u/sbplus/SB/SAPROGS). 

In the case of UniData based installations a couple of additional prompts will be presented. 
Answer Y to these prompts 

‘Ok to establish pointer’

and

‘Pointer already exists, do you want to overwrite’ (displayed if an entry exists already).

The program FIX.SBPLUS.POINTERS is then RUN with the path to the new SB account on the com-
mand line:

RUN SAPROGS FIX.SBPLUS.POINTERS /full_path/newSB

Each application will upgrade (or downgrade) itself to the release level of its new SB+ Server par-
ent the first time a user logs to it. Of course, an application which takes advantage of the features 
of a later release of SB+ Server may well have problems after it has been downgraded to an earlier 
release.
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Upgrading from an Earlier Release of SB+ Server

Upgrading From Release 4
At release 4.3, the SBClient host library was integrated into the SB+ programs and SB+ was 
shipped with the SBClient host library and associated files pre-installed in the SB.DEFN account. 
To allow for the possibility of an SBClient upgrade being issued prior to the next release of SB+, 
all SBClient files were placed in the same account so that the existing SBClient upgrade process 
could be used. Some of these files may contain user data and if the old SB.DEFN account is avail-
able when the SB+ upgrade takes place, then all records will be transferred to the new SB.DEFN 
account automatically. However, if the old SB.DEFN cannot be left on the machine due to space 
limitations, then it will be necessary to transfer the contents of the following files manually:

• TUQUERY

• TUDEFN

• TUCONFIG

Note
Transfer of TUQUERY is required only if smart query definitions have been stored on the host 
and the default file name has not been changed.

TUDEFN may contain:

• BOOKMARK.DOC - used by demonstration program (in DEMOBP).

• EXCEL.MACROS - list of macro definitions used internally by the host 3GL API. 

• SMART.QUERY - names of the RPC functions to call when the user toggles a browse but-
ton in smart query.

• SBCLIENTAPP.MENU - base menu tree specification.

• SBCLIENT.DDE - base definition item for DDE and macro capabilities (for "System" 
topic).

• SBCLIENT.SESS.DDE - equivalent "session" definition item.
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TUCONFIG may contain

• BLOCK.SIZE - data size to be used when downloading records (default is 4Kb).

• CACHE.SIZE - size of file transfer cache (default is 1Kb).

• FT.TRIGGER - data size at which SBClient switches from normal messaging to a file 
transfer protocol (default is 2Kb).

Note
The transfer of files is required only if the records in files TUDEFN and TUCONFIG have been 
modified.

Upgrading From Release 3
Due to changes in driver item format and enhancements to mouse device handling, all driver items 
from previous SB+ Server releases are cleared during an upgrade. When the corresponding process 
is invoked for the first time in Release 5, these items are rebuilt correctly. However, it is the devel-
oper’s responsibility to regenerate all generated code. This can be done by calling GC process.

A change has been made to the size of the named COMMON block used by SB+ Server. Uni-
Data/uniVerse may display an error message when logging from accounts developed in earlier ver-
sions of SB+ Server. The error message displayed is “named common size mismatch”. To avoid 
this, log off from the older account, then log into the account with SB+ Server Release 5.

As the COMMON block has changed, it will be necessary for all user subroutines to be recom-
piled, and for all generated code to be regenerated then recompiled. This must be done, otherwise 
your applications will not work correctly.

SB+ Server source is compiled with the named COMMON block SBPLUS. Copies of this block 
are kept in the record COMMON in the files DMSKELCODE and DMCONT.

Upgrading from an earlier release of SB+ Server does not require re-licensing.

In previous releases of SB+ Server, most of the GUI defaults were determined via the 
GUIDEFAULTS records (maintained by the GDS process). From this release, GUI objects now 
inherit their color settings from the Appearance settings defined in Windows Display
Properties. All of the display defaults related to object colors have therefore been taken out of 
the GUIDEFAULTS definition items, or set to null. The default font used for GUI objects has been 
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changed from 'MS Sans Serif Bold' to 'MS Sans Serif Normal' and, being the default, is no longer 
stored in the GDS record. As a result of these changes, the size of the record holding the GUI defi-
nition is significantly reduced, greatly improving the transfer rate between host and client. Please 
refer to the Standard Windows 95 Colors and Fonts topic in the SB+ Release 4 README for fur-
ther information. This release of SB+ Server comes with a full set of new standard 
GUIDEFAULTS records (SCREEN.GUIDEFS, DIALOG.GUIDEFS, etc) to reflect these changes. 
During the upgrade procedure (see step  in the next section), the existing instances of these records 
will be copied over to the new account, but with a suffix of ‘16’ appended. If local changes have 
previously been made to these records and it is desired to retain these changes, it will be necessary 
to carry these changes over to the new records manually.

When upgrading accounts, it is suggested that you do not LOGTO the account to be upgraded; log 
off from the current account and log on to the new one. The account will be correctly upgraded 
from a LOGTO, however, the screen display on completion of the upgrade may be incorrect. Log-
ging off and back on will correct the screen display.

Upgrading From Release 2
Print Management in SB+ has changed substantially. The upgrade program converts all existing 
Printer Definitions to Physical Printer Definitions and Printer Class Definitions. See the SB+ 
Release 5 Reference Manual for full details of the new system.

Warning
Applications that use the Assign Printer to Report functionality in earlier releases will have to be 
altered to work with SB+ Server Release 5. Conversion is not done as part of the upgrade. Use the 
Assign Printer to Report option in the Admin > Printers & Terminals > Printer Management 
menu to modify the Report Assignment. Any user subroutines that modify these details at runtime 
will have to be modified.

The size of the internal screen definition array has changed from 40 to 50. Users who have defined 
a subroutine in the Subroutine to Modify Process slot will need to reflect this change in their code.

The 36 field per screen limit was removed in Release 3. Unidata users who have a subroutine in the 
Subroutine to Modify Process prompt that dimensions the STEPS array need to change the DIM 
value from 120 to 700.
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The dimensioned array OUTVAL() was converted to a dynamic array in SB+ Release 3. Basic code 
will need to be amended if OUTVAL has been referenced.

If you have used the Allow/Disallow Processes/Menu restriction option in Group Security records, 
you should run the process UPDATE.SECURITY which rebuilds these restrictions for all Groups on 
your system. The process can only be run from the System Administration account, SB (or SB+).

The item GC.CONTROL which is used for code generation purposes, used to be  stored in the 
DMSKELCODE file. For releases prior to 3, this item must be moved to the new file DMSYSDEFN 
before code generation proceeds, otherwise it will be overwritten by the upgrade. As DMSYSDEFN 
did not exist prior to Release 3, you should move this item to a safe file (ie a file in another 
account) until the upgrade is complete, and then move it to the DMSYSDEFN file. 

Upgrading Instructions

Warning
You should make a complete backup, and verify it, before commencing an upgrade.

1. Logon to UNIX as superuser. Change to the directory containing the SB and SB.DEFN 
account files.

2. There must be at least 3MB of free space in the partition where SB+ Server has been installed 
to allow for the old and new copies of the SB account to reside simultaneously. If SB.DEFN 
and SBDEMO are to reside at the same time as the old versions you will need at least 17MB 
of extra storage. The UNIX df command will provide you with an indication of the amount of 
available space on the partition where SB+ Server is installed.

3. Log out of the SB account and ensure that no one is using SB+ Server.

4. Move the current SB, SB.DEFN, and SBDEMO accounts to SB.OLD, SB.DEFN.OLD, and 
SBDEMO.OLD. If space does not permit you to have two complete copies of SB+ Server on 
the machine at the same time, then backup the current SB, SB.DEFN, and SBDEMO accounts 
and delete the SB.DEFN and SBDEMO accounts from the machine. The SB account must 
still be moved to SB.OLD. If the SB.DEFN account is not preserved as then the settings cur-
rently held in the SB.CONTROL item will not be preserved across the upgrade. If space does 
not permit you to have two copies of the SB.DEFN account on your machine, then you will 
need to save the SB.CONTROL item in the DMCONT file off into some other file in the SB 
account, for example the SBFEEDBACK file, and then copy it back into the DMCONT after 
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the upgrade has been completed. If upgrading from an earlier version of release 4, the contents 
of the TUQUERY, TUDEFN and TUCONFIG files will also need to be transferred manu-
ally.

To move the accounts from their current locations to the .OLD locations, login as the UNIX 
root user. Then go to the directory where the SB+ Server accounts are installed (for example, 
cd /usr if the accounts are in the ‘usr’ directory) and change the name of the three accounts:

mv SB SB.OLD
mv SB.DEFN SB.DEFN.OLD
mv SBDEMO SBDEMO.OLD

or delete the original SB.DEFN and SBDEMO accounts using the following command:

rm -rf SB.DEFN SBDEMO

5. Once the account(s) have been moved, treat the upgrade tape you have received as if you were 
doing an installation. At this point, ensure that the pre-installation checklist in section "Instal-
lation Checklist" on page 13 is complete and follow the installation instructions.

6. Having achieved a successful installation, login to the SB account. You will be presented with 
the dialog asking you if you wish to preserve the existing configuration. Answer Y to transfer 
the relevant contents of all the old SB+ Server files (for example, licence details, security, 
diary, and so on) to the newly installed SB account. It will also transfer the old SB.CON-
TROL record across and for upgrades from version 4 or 5, the contents of the TUQUERY, 
TUDEFN and TUCONFIG files, if the SB.DEFN.OLD account has been left on the 
machine. If SB.DEFN.OLD is not present, a warning message will be issued. The upgrade 
will still be considered successful even if the SB.CONTROL record could not be found.

Note
ECL is used by UniData, while TCL is the terminology used in uniVerse based systems.

7. When it has successfully finished, the transfer program will inform you that you can now 
delete the SB.OLD account. You should also delete, if still present, the SB.DEFN.OLD and 
SBDEMO.OLD accounts. Log out and then invoke the following UNIX command:

cd ..; rm -rf SB.OLD SB.DEFN.OLD SBDEMO.OLD

That is the end of the upgrade. You can now log back into SB+ Server by issuing the following 
command:
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./.profile

8. Regenerate and recompile source code. As SB+ Server takes advantage of the named common 
facility of UniBasic, this allows user-written programs to make use of unnamed common with-
out interfering with the SB+ Server common area. Any user-written subroutines that are called 
from SB+ Server and include the item DMSKELCODE COMMON must be re-compiled. Any SB+ 
Server processes that have had code generated must be regenerated and recompiled. This can 
be done using the GC process.

Note
UniBasic is the term used for the language which is built-in into UniData based systems. uniVerse 
is supplied with a built-in language which is called uniVerse BASIC.

9. If you have any problems with this upgrade, you should immediately contact your software 
distributor.
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Initiating SB+
The SB+ Server installation process creates in the SB and SBDEMO accounts a .profile script 
that contains the appropriate UNIX commands to correctly set up the user environment for SB+ 
Server. The same script is copied to each new SB+ Server based user/application account that is 
created. It is very important that each user of SB+ Server belongs to the appropriate group speci-
fied when SB+ Server is installed and that they execute the .profile script before entering SB+ 
Server. This is particularly important for the root user before creating any new accounts. Failure to 
do so will result in users having insufficient privileges to access required files and directories.

SB+ Compilation Mode (UniData based systems)
All of SB+ has been compiled using BASICTYPE ‘P’ and any code generated by SB+ will also be 
compiled using BASICTYPE ‘P’.

The SB+ object is cataloged globally by default. Program names have the prefix ‘_SB_’ in the glo-
bal catalog space. From Release 3.x it has been possible to catalog the object directly (using the 
DIRECT option with the CATALOG verb). You are prompted during the installation process for the 
catalog mode and the prefix to use if the object is to be cataloged globally.

SBClient/SB+ Server Integration From Release 4
SB+ Server provides a number of processes which allow programmers to integrate host and PC 
functionality (eg. OLE and file transfer between PC and host, running DOS or Windows/multime-
dia commands from the host, etc), enhance screen handling and to convert character screens and 
menus to GUI forms. The SBClient host library is a collection of BASIC subroutines that provide 
the similar functionality but were originally intended for use outside of SB+ Server. 

In recognition of customer desires to be able to use SB+ Server processes and the SBClient host 
library routines interchangeably within the SB+ Server environment and to avoid potential con-
flicts and incompatibilities arising from the separate development of SB+ Server processes and 
SBClient host library routines, SB+ Server now comes with the SBClient host library preinstalled. 
As existing user accounts are upgraded to this release and/or new user accounts are created, point-
ers to the SBClient host library will automatically be created in each user account.
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This means that SBClient host library routines can now be called from user written subroutines 
directly, without the overhead of calling SB.PROCESS to execute an SB+ process which in turn 
accomplishes the required function. However, SBClient host library routines can not be called 
directly from SB+ Server paragraphs as they do not support SB+ Server’s COMMON or method 
of passing parameters.

Warning
The host library routines supplied with SB+ Server should not be modified, as this will affect the 
operation of SB+ Server.

Support for uniVerse/UniData Alternate Indices
SB+ Server Release 5 supports the use of native UniData Alternate indices with UniData RDBMS 
3.3.2 or later.

SB+ Server Release 5 also supports native uniVerse alternative indices.

Unidata Options Set by SB+ Server
The following UniData environment options are set as part of the SB+ Server login procedure:

• BASICTYPE ‘P’ - sets the current BASICTYPE to be ‘Pick’ compatible.

• HUSHBASIC ON - suppresses UniBasic error messages, leaving only UniQuery error 
messages to display for UniQuery statements that execute from a UniBasic program.

• UDT.OPTIONS set by SB+ Server (note: the default setting of all options is OFF):

2 use P command parser, which follows the Pick query language syntax and key
words

3 no pause when printing non-existent keys after UniQuery command

4 date conversion; convert all characters (month name) to uppercase

6 clear the return stack when a CHAIN command is issued in a UniBasic program

8 pass the last value of @SYSTEM.RETURN.CODE back to calling process

9 preserve ‘Printer On’ flag when executing other processes
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11 clear the DATA stack prior to EXECUTE or CHAIN command

21 after completing a UniQuery report with the output to the screen, wait for the 
Return key in order to return to the ECL prompt

34 if USAM:Print has been enabled, this option is set to ON

41 return control to UniBasic program if execution of UniQuery command fails

Recoverable Files
On UniData, if the Recoverable File System (RFS) is installed, SB+ Server will provide the oppor-
tunity to create files using the ‘Recoverable’ keyword.

The FC (file create) process now has an extra field/prompt to allow users to nominate the file as 
recoverable. In the case of Unidata based systems, where files are created by SB+ but not through 
the FC tool (eg. batch files created through the “Create Batch File” process, index files and SB+ 
Server system files created when a new module or account is created), SB+ Server will prompt the 
user as to whether these files should be made recoverable when the file is being created, if transac-
tion processing is active for the current module. The normal responses will be Y or N (for ‘yes’ or 
‘no’). However, processes which create a number of files at once (eg. when a new module or 
account is being created), will accept additional responses of A and S, meaning respectively all files 
to be created recoverable and suppress further questions about recoverable files (default all 
answers to subsequent questions to No).

In uniVerse it is possible to tell from Data/Basic whether a file is recoverable (either via 
FILEINFO or through examining the UV.TRANS file), but it is not possible to force a file to be 
created with logging enabled. Therefore, if transaction processing is active for the current module, 
then the user will simply be given a reminder to consider whether logging should be enabled (at 
the system/operating environment level) once the file has been created.
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Configuring SB+ Print Management (UniData)

SB+ Server supports two different modes of Print Management: 

USAM:Print

Native UniData

USAM:Print mode supports the USAM:Print print management package which is optionally avail-
able with UniData release 3.3.2 and later. USAM:Print is a stand-alone spooler package providing 
printer and spool queue management for both locally connected and networked printers. In this 
mode, printing from SB+ Server and UniData is directed to the USAM:Print spooler rather than 
the standard operating system spooler (for example, lp on UNIX). USAM:Print is described in 
detail in the UniData USAM documentation.

Native UniData mode is provided for sites without USAM:Print, including VMS installations. In 
this mode, printing is directed to the standard operating system spooler supported by UniData. 
Advanced print management functions such as the starting and stopping of printers and the man-
agement of spooled reports are not supported by SB+ Server in this mode.

Selecting a Print Management Mode
The Print management mode is selected when SB+ Server is installed or upgraded on your 
machine. As part of the standard automatic installation procedure for SB+ Server, you are 
requested whether you wish to configure USAM:Print mode or Native UniData mode.

If you select Native UniData mode, then no further action is required to complete Print Manage-
ment configuration.

If you select USAM:Print mode, then you must perform extra steps to prepare USAM:Print for 
operation.

Switching Between Print Management Modes
The current print management mode is determined by a flag stored in value 4, attribute 34 of 
record SB.CONTROL in the file DMCONT. A value of 1 in this location indicates that USAM:Print 
is to be used while a value of 0 indicates that Native UniData printing mode is to be used. To 
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change the setting of this flag. Edit the SB.CONTROL record and change the value of this flag. For 
example, using the UniData AE editor, the following command will set the value of the flag to 0, 
reverting to Native UniData printing mode:

AE DMCONT SB.CONTROL
34
RV/0/4
FI

This will take effect the next time any user logs into SB+ Server. 

USAM:Print Setup
If USAM:Print mode is selected, you must also do the following initial setup within the 
USAM:Print Administration program to give users other than the root user the ability to start and 
stop printers. 

To give users the ability to start and stop printers:

1. Ensure the environment variable SCHDIR is pointing to the USAM:Print home directory. If 
UniData was installed in /usr, the command to set this would be:

2. SCHDIR=usr/ud/bin/sch ; export SCHDIR

3. Start the USAM:Print administration program. This is called sprint and resides in the 
sprint/bin directory within the USAM:Print home directory. This will display the current 
state of the spool queue and a menu of options. If UniData was installed in /usr, the com-
mand would be:

/usr/ud/bin/sch/sprint/bin/sprint

4. Press A followed by ENTER to display the Administration menu.

5. Press U followed by ENTER to display the User Administration menu.

6. For each UNIX User Id that is required to start or stop printers:

i. Press U followed by ENTER to display the User privileges screen. 

ii. Enter the UNIX User Id followed by ENTER. 

iii. Use ENTER to move around the screen between fields and the Spacebar to toggle a 
field between yes and no. 
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Set the following fields to display ‘yes’: Start Spooler, and Halt/Restart Printer.

If a user is to be allowed to delete other users’ jobs from the queue, then also set the 
Edit Other Users’ Jobs field to ‘yes’.

iv. Press CTRL + R simultaneously (^R) to save the definition. 

7. Press Esc repeatedly to exit out of the sprint program.

Configuring USAM:Print Printers from SB+

USAM:Printers can be created, deleted, started and stopped through the SB+ Printer administra-
tion menu. When SB+ Server is first installed, an example printer has been defined to show how to 
setup features such as graphic characters. The printer will not exist as a USAM:Print printer until 
you start the printer using the Maintain Printers option.

When defining a new physical printer or modifying the definitions supplied with SB+ Server, you 
must also enter some additional information about the printer, depending on its type. Use Function 
key 6 to access the defaults screen appropriate to the printer type in the Physical Printer Definition 
screen.

The following types of USAM:Print printers can be defined:

S Connected locally to a serial port. Use this type when the printer is connected to the same 
machine you are running on via a serial port. You will need to enter the UNIX device name 
and communication characteristics of the port in the additional information screen.

P Connected locally to a parallel port. Use this type when the printer is connected to the 
same machine you are running on via a parallel port. You will need to enter the UNIX 
device name of the port it is connected to.

N Non-USAM:Print printer on another node. Use this type when you have a printer con-
nected to another node on the network that is not under the control of USAM:Print (for 
example, it may be an lp printer). You need to supply the UNIX commands that will route 
the printing through to that node.

U USAM:Print printer on another node. This type of printer is for use when you have 
USAM:Print installed on another node in the network and you wish to print to one of the 
printers connected to that node. The only additional information required is the name of 
the node that the printer is connected to.
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T Connected to a non-UNIX device such as a terminal server. This type of printer can be 
used where there is a command on the local machine that will accept a print file as its stan-
dard input and direct it to a printer. You must supply the routing command in the addi-
tional information screen.

X Connected directly to the auxiliary port of your terminal or the printer port of your PC. No 
additional information is required.

These defaults may be modified when starting the printer. 

Reminder
See Ardent’s USAM documentation for additional help on configuring printers. 
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Chapter 2 - Installing 
SB+ Server on NT
This chapter describes how to install SB+ Server for uniVerse/UniData NT based systems. This 
chapter also describes how to upgrade SB+ Server from previous releases.
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Requirements

Hardware Requirements

Hard Disk Space

New Installation

22MB

In addition, in the case of UniData based systems, if you choose to globally catalog SB+ programs, 
then you will need a further 8MB of hard disk space.

SB+ Upgrade

During the installation process, you need an additional 4MB to allow old and new copies of the SB 
account to reside simultaneously.

Note
SB+ Server accounts are named slightly differently for uniVerse and UniData database environ-
ments. In the case of uniVerse the SB+ Server accounts include a + (plus) symbol, for example, 
SB+, and SB+.DEFN. SB+ Server accounts in the UniData database environments are named 
without the + (plus) sign, for example, SB, and SB.DEFN. The latter method of denotion is used 
throughout this manual for the purposes of brevity and clarity of explanation.

If you need SB.DEFN and SBDEMO to reside simultaneously, you need a total of 20MB addi-
tional space during installation.

Software Requirements

Software Compatibility Statement

Release 5 of SB+ Server requires SBClient release 5 together with UniData Relational Database 
Management System (RDBMS) Release 3.6.5, or above, or uniVerse RDBMS Release 9.4 or 
above.
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Installing SB+ Server

Installation Instructions
1. Log in to Windows NT as Administrator. 

2. To install from CD-ROM or disks:

i. Insert the CD-ROM into a local or networked CD-ROM drive, or the first disk 
(labelled Disk 1) in a disk drive..

Note
A networked CD-ROM must be a mapped network drive.

ii. In Windows NT 4.0, choose Settings > Control Panel from the Windows Start menu. 
Double-click the Add/Remove Programs icon. Click the Install/Uninstall tab. Click 
Install.

3. The Installation Options dialog prompts you to enter the drive and directory where SB+ Server 
should be installed. After selecting the directory, click OK. SB+ Server will be loaded into the 
selected directory.
If the selected directory already contains version of SB+ Server, the dialog with the question 
Do you wish to preserve existing configuration is presented which gives you the option to 
overwrite or preserve existing directories. 
If the directories are to be preserved, they are then renamed into 'SB.OLD' and 
SB.DEFN.OLD' by the installation program. Upon logging in, previous configuration details 
(SB+ licence, user and group security, port configuration, etc.) are copied from previous 
release into the new one. 

4. Open a console or Telnet session and invoke Unidata/uniVerse in the SB directory. 

5. The installation of SB+ Server will now begin. Firstly, all the file pointers are changed so that 
they point to the directories just created. 

Having fixed the file pointers, the installation program asks if you wish to install SB+.

N logs you out
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Y commences the installation.

6. Messages will be displayed to indicate the status of the installation process. 

7. On successful completion of the installation, a message shows you how to log back into SB+.

Note
SB+ Server data and programs occupy around 22MB of disk space. In the case of UniData based 
systems, the installation process will also optionally install a copy of the SB+ object into the global 
catalog space in the directory: <Unidata_path>\sys\CTLG. Currently this is about 8MB.

Installation Troubleshooting
The SB+ Server installation scripts and documentation are platform specific. Should a problem 
occur, the first step is to ensure that the installation instructions and version of SB+Server are for 
the platform where the install is being attempted. Next review the installation instructions to 
ensure that they have been followed correctly. This includes naming conventions, environment 
variables, user/group permissions, recompiling/recataloging of programs, licensing, and so on.

Renaming the SB+ Account
SB+ Server is normally installed as SB or SB+ depending on whether you are using UniData or 
uniVerse as your database. When using the account creation functions of SB+ Server, all file and 
program pointers in the application being created are set relative to the SB account. This means 
that SB+ Server can be installed under a name other than SB and whatever the name chosen, appli-
cation accounts will always be created with the correct file and program pointers. However, if the 
decision is taken to change the name of the SB (and SB.DEFN) accounts after application 
accounts have been created, the file and program paths in the VOC of those application accounts 
will not be updated automatically, and the application may not function until the paths and pointers 
have been reset. Any new application accounts created subsequently will have the correct paths to 
SB+ Server programs and files (for example, will point to the new SB+ Server account), but the 
existing accounts will need to have their paths reset manually, as described below. When renaming 
the SB account, the SB.DEFN account must also be renamed to be consistent. That is, whatever 
name is chosen for SB, the ‘defn’ account must have that name with .DEFN appended to it (eg. 
SB5 and SB5.DEFN).
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Multiple SB+ Accounts
Since the SB+ Server account does not have to be called SB, it follows that more that one version 
of SB+ Server can be resident on the same system at the same time, but under different names. 
However, note the following:

1. The internal structure of the COMMON block changed between releases 3.4 and 4. This 
means that subroutines cannot be shared between earlier and later releases. Where multiple 
versions of SB+Server are installed, each application account must have all of its file and pro-
gram pointers set to only one SB+ Server account at a time (but different application accounts 
can point to different SB+Server accounts).

2. Even though Unidata would allow more than one SB+Server account under the same name, by 
placing them in different directories, only one account should be named SB, otherwise con-
flicts will arise due to the use of globally cataloged programs and common system files. In 
Unidata, from release 3 of SB+, it has been possible to catalog directly instead of globally. 
This option is preferable if more than one version of SB+ Server is to be installed. If more than 
one version of SB+ Server is to be installed globally, then only one version should use the 
default prefix of ‘_SB_’, the other versions should use different prefixes to avoid conflicts. 
Refer to the upgrade notes on cataloguing for additional information.

3. Each version of SB+ Server must be fully licensed before any attempt is made to install 
another version. Any attempt to install a second version before licensing of the first version is 
complete will result in security violations when attempting to use either version.

Changing SB+ Server Paths/Fixing Pointers

Care should be taken to ensure that all VOC pointers (these include: ‘C’atalog, ‘F’ile, and 
‘Dir’ectory, ‘P’ointer, ‘R’emote, and ‘V’erb) are reset to point to the new SB+ Server location/ver-
sion. Pointers to both SB and SB.DEFN will need to be reset. Within the renamed SB account 
itself, the pointers to SB.DEFN will also need to be reset. In SAPROGS, the program 
FIX.SBPLUS.POINTERS should be run to fix the pointers in the SB, SB.DEFN and SBDEMO 
accounts (this is done automatically if the SB+ account is being installed under a different name 
directly from tape).

Where the SB account has been renamed, or where it is desired to switch an application account 
between different versions of SB+ Server on the same machine, the program and file pointers in 
the VOC of each application account will need to be changed to point to the new location/version.
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Since UniData/uniVerse store the full path in the VOC entry, it is necessary to ensure that the full 
path is reset correctly. The program FIX.SBPLUS.POINTERS can also be run in each application 
account to re-direct the pointers to the new/renamed SB and  SB.DEFN accounts. As the existing 
VOC entry will still be pointing to the old account, it must first be reset via the SETFILE com-
mand.

Note
The SETFILE command sytnax will be similar to “SETFILE full_path SAPROGS”. However you 
should refer to your database documentation for the exact syntax of the SETFILE command on 
your system. Note that the ‘full path’ includes SAPROGS (for example, 
C:\SBPLUS\SB\SAPROGS).

For UniData based systems, answer Y to the prompts:

‘Ok to establish pointer’

and

‘Pointer already exists, do you want to overwrite’ (displayed if an entry exists already).

The program FIX.SBPLUS.POINTERS is then RUN with the path to the new SB account on the com-
mand line:

RUN SAPROGS FIX.SBPLUS.POINTERS C:\full_path\newSB

Each application will upgrade (or downgrade) itself to the release level of its new SB+ parent the 
first time a user logs to it. Of course, an application which takes advantage of the features of a later 
release of SB+ may well have problems after it has been downgraded to an earlier release.
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Upgrading from an Earlier Release of SB+ Server

Upgrading From Release 4
At release 4.3, the SBClient host library was integrated into the SB+ programs and SB+ was 
shipped with the SBClient host library and associated files pre-installed in the SB.DEFN account. 
To allow for the possibility of an SBClient upgrade being issued prior to the next release of SB+, 
all SBClient files were placed in the same account so that the existing SBClient upgrade process 
could be used. Some of these files may contain user data and if the old SB.DEFN account is avail-
able when the SB+ upgrade takes place, then all records will be transferred to the new SB.DEFN 
account automatically. However, if the old SB.DEFN cannot be left on the machine due to space 
limitations, then it will be necessary to transfer the contents of the following files manually:

• TUQUERY

• TUDEFN

• TUCONFIG

Note
Transfer of TUQUERY is required only if smart query definitions have been stored on the host 
and the default file name has not been changed.

TUDEFN may contain:

• BOOKMARK.DOC - used by demonstration program (in DEMOBP).

• EXCEL.MACROS - list of macro definitions used internally by the host 3GL API. 

• SMART.QUERY - names of the RPC functions to call when the user toggles a browse but-
ton in smart query.

• SBCLIENTAPP.MENU - base menu tree specification.

• SBCLIENT.DDE - base definition item for DDE and macro capabilities (for "System" 
topic).

• SBCLIENT.SESS.DDE - equivalent "session" definition item.
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TUCONFIG may contain

• BLOCK.SIZE - data size to be used when downloading records (default is 4Kb).

• CACHE.SIZE - size of file transfer cache (default is 1Kb).

• FT.TRIGGER - data size at which SBClient switches from normal messaging to a file 
transfer protocol (default is 2Kb).

Note
The transfer of files is required only if the records in files TUDEFN and TUCONFIG have been 
modified.

Upgrading From Release 3
Due to changes in driver item format and enhancements to mouse device handling, all driver items 
from previous SB+Server release are cleared during an upgrade. When the corresponding process 
is invoked for the first time in Release 4, these items are rebuilt correctly. However, it is the devel-
oper’s responsibility to regenerate all generated code. This can be done by calling /GC process.

A change has been made to the size of the named COMMON block used by SB+ Server. Uni-
data/uniVerse may display an error message when logging from accounts developed in earlier ver-
sions of SB+ Server. The error message displayed is “named common size mismatch”. To avoid 
this, log off from the older account, then log into the account with SB+ Server Release 5.

Upgrading from an earlier release of SB+ Server does not require re-licensing.

When upgrading accounts, we suggest that you do not LOGTO the account to be upgraded; log off 
from the current account and log on to the new one. The account will be correctly upgraded from a 
LOGTO; however, the screen display on completion of the upgrade will be incorrect. Logging off 
and back on will correct the screen display.

In previous releases of SB+ Server, most of the GUI defaults were determined via the GUIDE-
FAULTS records (maintained by the GDS process). From this release, GUI objects now inherit 
their color settings from the Appearance settings defined in Windows Display Properties. All of 
the display defaults related to object colors have therefore been taken out of the GUIDEFAULTS 
definition items, or set to null. The default font used for GUI objects has been changed from 'MS 
Sans Serif Bold' to 'MS Sans Serif Normal' and, being the default, is no longer stored in the GDS 
record. As a result of these changes, the size of the record holding the GUI definition is signifi-
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cantly reduced, greatly improving the transfer rate between host and client. Please refer to the 
“Standard Windows 95 Colors and Fonts” topic in the SB+ Server Release 4 README for further 
information. This release of SB+ comes with a full set of new standard GUIDEFAULTS records 
(SCREEN.GUIDEFS, DIALOG.GUIDEFS, etc) to reflect these changes. During the upgrade pro-
cedure (see step  in the next section), the existing instances of these records will be copied over to 
the new account, but with a suffix of ‘16’ appended. If local changes have previously been made to 
these records and it is desired to retain these changes, it will be necessary to carry these changes 
over to the new records manually.

Upgrading Instructions

Note
You should make a complete backup and verify it, before commencing an upgrade.

To upgrade SB+:

1. Log in to Windows NT as Administrator.

2. Ensure that no one is using SB+.

3. Follow the instructions that apply to installing SB+ Server for the first time. When prompted 
for installation directory, select the one containing existing installation of SB+ Server. Installa-
tion program will present you with a dialog that asks; Do you wish to preserve existing con-
figuration. If the directories are to be preserved, they are then renamed into SB.OLD and 
SB.DEFN.OLD by the installation program. Upon logging in, previous configuration details 
(SB+ licence, user and group security, port configuration, etc.) are copied from previous 
release into the new one.

Having achieved a successful installation, login to the SB+ Server account SB.

You will be presented with a dialog asking you if you wish to to preserve the existing configu-
ration. Answer Y to transfer the relevant contents of all the old SB+Server files (for example, 
licence details, security items, terminal and printer records, diary items) to the newly installed 
SB account. 

4. When the transfer program completes successfully, you should delete the SB.OLD account, 
and the SB.DEFN.OLD and SBDEMO.OLD accounts if they were not previously deleted. 
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The upgrade is now complete.

Note
ECL is used by UniData, while TCL is the terminology used in uniVerse based systems.

5. Regenerate and recompile source code. As SB+ Server takes advantage of the named common 
facility of UniBasic/uniVerse BASIC, this allows user-written programs to make use of 
unnamed common without interfering with the SB+ Server common area. Any user-written 
subroutines that are called from SB+ Server and include the item DMSKELCODE COMMON must be 
re-compiled. Any SB+ Server processes that have had code generated must be regenerated and 
recompiled. This can be done using the GC process.

Note
UniBasic is the term used for the language which is built-in into UniData based systems. uniVerse 
is supplied with a built-in language which is called uniVerse BASIC.

6. If you have any problems with this upgrade, you should immediately contact your software 
distributor.
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Initiating SB+
SB+ on a UniData/NT or uniVerse/NT combination can be accessed via console session or via Tel-
net connection across a network. When prompted with the Unidata/uniVerse login prompt, enter 
your Windows NT user name and password. You will be then logged into the default start-up direc-
tory, usually the UniData ‘demo’ account or uniVerse user account. From the ECL/TCL prompt, 
logto the SB account, eg. LOGTO C:\SBPLUS\SB. 

SB+ Compilation Mode (UniData based systems)
SB+ Server was compiled using BASICTYPE ‘P’ and any code generated by SB+ Server will also be 
compiled using BASICTYPE ‘P’.

The SB+ Server object is cataloged globally by default. Program names have the prefix ‘_SB_’ in 
the global catalog space. From Release 3, it has been possible to catalog the object directly (using 
the DIRECT option with the CATALOG verb). You are prompted during the installation process for 
the catalog mode and the prefix to use if the object is to be cataloged globally.

SBClient/SB+ Server Integration From Release 4
SB+ Server provides a number of processes which allow programmers to integrate host and PC 
functionality (eg. OLE and file transfer between PC and host, running DOS or Windows/multime-
dia commands from the host, etc), enhance screen handling and to convert character screens and 
menus to GUI forms. The SBClient host library is a collection of BASIC subroutines that provide 
the similar functionality but were originally intended for use outside of SB+ Server. 

In recognition of customer desires to be able to use SB+ Server processes and the SBClient host 
library routines interchangeably within the SB+ Server environment and to avoid potential con-
flicts and incompatibilities arising from the separate development of SB+ Server processes and 
SBClient host library routines, SB+ Server now comes with the SBClient host library preinstalled. 
As existing user accounts are upgraded to this release and/or new user accounts are created, point-
ers to the SBClient host library will automatically be created in each user account.
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This means that SBClient host library routines can now be called from user written subroutines 
directly, without the overhead of calling SB.PROCESS to execute an SB+ Server process which in 
turn accomplishes the required function. However, SBClient host library routines can not be called 
directly from SB+ Server paragraphs as they do not support SB+ Server's COMMON or method of 
passing parameters.

Warning
The host library routines supplied with SB+ Server should not be modified, as this will affect the 
operation of SB+ Server.

Support for uniVerse/UniData Alternate Indices
SB+ Server Release 5 supports the use of native UniData Alternate indices with UniData RDBMS 
3.3.2 or later.

SB+ Server Release 5 also supports native uniVerse alternative indices.

Unidata Options Set by SB+ Server
The following Unidata environment options are set as part of the SB+ Server login procedure:

• BASICTYPE ‘P’ - sets the current BASICTYPE to be ‘Pick’ compatible.

• HUSHBASIC ON - suppresses UniBasic error messages, leaving only UniQuery error 
messages to display for UniQuery statements that execute from a UniBasic program.

• UDT.OPTIONS set by SB+ server (note: the default setting of all options is OFF):

2 use P command parser, which follows the Pick query language syntax and keywords

3 no pause when printing non-existent keys after UniQuery command

4 date conversion; convert all characters (month name) to uppercase

6 clear the return stack when a CHAIN command is issued in a UniBasic program

8 pass the last value of @SYSTEM.RETURN.CODE back to calling process

9 preserve ‘Printer On’ flag when executing other processes
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11 clear the DATA stack prior to EXECUTE or CHAIN command

21 after completing a UniQuery report with the output to the screen, wait for the Return key 
in order to return to the ECL prompt

41 return control to UniBasic program if execution of UniQuery command fails

Unidata/NT specific issues

Disabled options

The following SB+ Server options have been set as disabled:

• Create Account

• Delete Account

• Backup

• SB+ Patching

• File Resizing

• List Avail Disk Space

• USAM:Print Interface

How to create an account

To create an SB+ Server account, you would typically execute newacct from the DOS shell and 
then use the Update Account menu option in the SB+ Admin account or set a pointer to the DM 
file in the SB.DEFN account and run the SB.INITIATE program.

uniVerse/NT specific issues

Disabled options

The following SB+ Server options have been set as disabled:

• Create Account

• Delete Account
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• Backup

• SB+ Patching

• File Resizing

• List Avail Disk Space

How to create an account

To create an SB+ account, create the account using UV Admin tool and then use the Update 
Account menu option in SB+ Admin account or set a pointer to the DM file in SB+.DEFN 
account and run the SB.INITIATE program.
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Environment
This chapter describes how to install SB+ Server for PICK environments. This chapter also 
describes how to upgrade SB+ Server from previous releases.
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Requirements

Hardware Requirements

Hard Disk Space

New Installation

22MB

SB+ Upgrade

During the installation process, you need an additional 5MB to allow old and new copies of the 
SB+ account to reside simultaneously.

If you need SB+.DEFN and SBDEMO to reside simultaneously, you will need a total of 20MB 
additional space during installation.

Software Requirements

Software Compatibility Statement

SB+ Server release 5 requires D3 7.1 ® or later, and SBClient release 5 in order to use all of the 
functionality provided by SB+ Server.
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Installation Instructions
1. Log to the SYSPROG account.

2. Ensure that the system date is correct — use the DATE command. If the date is incorrect, use 
the SET-DATE command to change the date.

3. Insert the media into the appropriate media device. 

For example, for streaming cartridge tape media, type:

SET-SCT

or for other media, type:

T-ATT device.no

where device.no is the media device.

4. Type T-REW 

This sets the device to read from the beginning of the media.

5. Type ACCOUNT-RESTORE SB+ 

The system displays the following prompt, and user entry:

Account Name on Tape: SB+

Press ENTER to load the SB+ Server system administration account.

If the account has been loaded and cannot be used, or was loaded with the wrong name, you 
should delete the account and go back to Step 1.

6. Type ACCOUNT-RESTORE SB+.DEFN 

The system displays the following prompt:

Account Name on Tape:  SB+.DEFN 

Press ENTER to load the SB+ Server definition account.
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If the account has been loaded and cannot be used, or was loaded with the wrong name, you 
should delete the SB+.DEFN account and restart this step.

7. Type ACCOUNT-RESTORE SBDEMO

This step is optional. As the SBDEMO account demonstrates the many features of SB+ 
Server, including GUI screens, it is recommended that you load the SBDEMO account.

The system displays the following prompt:

Account Name on Tape:  SBDEMO

Press ENTER to load the SB+ Server Demonstration Account.

8. Type LOGTO SB+ 

9. Log into SB+ account with the user id of SB. 

No password is required. You should ensure that this User Id is password protected, if 
required, once the system is in use. 

You will be asked for your Terminal Definition ID. To display a list of available Terminal Def-
initions, type * at the prompt, and type a name from the list at the prompt. For instance, for a 
Color monitor on a PC-based Pick system, type PCMON.COL.

SB+ Server displays the License Screen. See the SB+ Administration Manual for more infor-
mation about entering details in the licence screen. 

10. Once initial licensing is complete, SB+ displays the System Administration menu. 

Installation is complete.

Installation Troubleshooting
The SB+ Server installation scripts and documentation are platform specific. Should a problem 
occur, the first step is to ensure that the installation instructions and version of SB+ are for the plat-
form where the install is being attempted. Next review the installation instructions to ensure that 
they have been followed correctly. This includes naming conventions, recompiling/recataloging of 
programs, licensing, and so on. If the load is not successful, check the following:

• Did you select the right media?
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• Is there a problem with the distribution media? If so, you should contact your dealer 
immediately for advice before proceeding further.

• Is the media correctly attached?

• Is there a hardware problem?

Renaming the SB+ Account
SB+ Server is normally installed as ‘SB+’. When using the account creation functions of SB+ 
Server, all file and program pointers in the application being created are set relative to the SB+ 
account. This means that SB+ Server can be installed under a name other than SB+ and whatever 
the name chosen, application accounts will always be created with the correct file and program 
pointers. However, if the decision is taken to change the name of the SB+ (and SB+.DEFN) 
accounts after application accounts have been created, the file and program paths in the Master 
Dictionary of those application accounts will not be updated automatically, and the application 
may not function until the paths and pointers have been reset. Any new application accounts cre-
ated subsequently will have the correct paths to SB+ Server programs and files (for example, will 
point to the new SB+ account), but the existing accounts will need to have their paths reset manu-
ally, as described below. When renaming the SB+ account, the SB+.DEFN account must also be 
renamed to be consistent. That is, whatever name is chosen for SB+, the ‘defn’ account must have 
that name with .DEFN appended to it.

Multiple SB+ Accounts
Since the main SB+ Server account does not have to be called SB+, it follows that more that one 
version of SB+ Server can be resident on the same system at the same time, but under different 
names. However, note the following:

1. The internal structure of the COMMON block changed considerably between releases 2.3.2 
and 3.3.0 and changed again between 3.4 and 4. This means that subroutines cannot be shared 
between earlier and later releases. Where two versions of SB+ are installed, each application 
account must have all of its file and program pointers set to only one SB+ account.

2. The structure of some control records, and even the files in which they reside, changed 
between releases 2.3.2 and 3.3.0. Different versions of SB+ cannot therefore share files, nor 
should application accounts which point to different versions of SB+ attempt to share files.
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3. On platforms which support named COMMON, the named common block used to implement 
the file caching scheme may have changed between the releases. This may cause a problem 
when logging between different releases, due to ‘named common block size mismatch’. This 
can be resolved by logging off completely from the older release, then logging into the new 
and vice versa.

4. Each version of SB+ must be fully licensed before any attempt is made to install another ver-
sion. Any attempt to install a second version before licensing of the first version is complete 
will result in security violations when attempting to use either version.
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Upgrading From Release 4
At release 4.3, the SBClient host library was integrated into the SB+ programs and SB+ was 
shipped with the SBClient host library and associated files pre-installed in the SB+.DEFN 
account. To allow for the possibility of an SBClient upgrade being issued prior to the next release 
of SB+, all SBClient files were placed in the same account so that the existing SBClient upgrade 
process could be used. Some of these files may contain user data and if the old SB+.DEFN 
account is available when the SB+ upgrade takes place, then all records will be transferred to the 
new SB+.DEFN account automatically. However, if the old SB+.DEFN cannot be left on the 
machine due to space limitations, then it will be necessary to transfer the contents of the following 
files manually:

• TUQUERY

• TUDEFN

• TUCONFIG

Note
Transfer of TUQUERY is required only if smart query definitions have been stored on the host 
and the default file name has not been changed.

TUDEFN may contain:

• BOOKMARK.DOC - used by demonstration program (in DEMOBP).

• EXCEL.MACROS - list of macro definitions used internally by the host 3GL API. 

• SMART.QUERY - names of the RPC functions to call when the user toggles a browse but-
ton in smart query.

• SBCLIENTAPP.MENU - base menu tree specification.

• SBCLIENT.DDE - base definition item for DDE and macro capabilities (for "System" 
topic).

• SBCLIENT.SESS.DDE - equivalent "session" definition item.
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TUCONFIG may contain

• BLOCK.SIZE - data size to be used when downloading records (default is 4Kb).

• CACHE.SIZE - size of file transfer cache (default is 1Kb).

• FT.TRIGGER - data size at which SBClient switches from normal messaging to a file 
transfer protocol (default is 2Kb).

Note
The transfer of files is required only if the records in files TUDEFN and TUCONFIG have been 
modified.

Upgrading From Release 3
Due to changes in driver item format and enhancements to mouse device handling, all driver items 
from previous SB+ Server releases are cleared during an upgrade. When the corresponding process 
is invoked for the first time in Release 5, these items are rebuilt correctly. However, it is the devel-
oper’s responsibility to regenerate all generated code. This can be done by calling /GC process.

A change has been made to the size of the named COMMON block used by SB+ Server. 
Advanced Pick may display an error message when logging from accounts developed in earlier 
versions of SB+ Server. The error message displayed is “named common size mismatch”. To avoid 
this, log off from the older account, then log into the account with SB+ Server Release 5.

As the COMMON block has changed, it will be necessary for all user subroutines to be recom-
piled, and for all generated code to be regenerated then recompiled. This must be done, otherwise 
your applications will not work correctly. SB+ Server source is compiled with the named COM-
MON block SBPLUS. Copies of this block are kept in the record COMMON in the files 
DMSKELCODE and DMCONT.

Upgrading from an earlier release of SB+ Server does not require re-licensing.

In previous releases of SB+ Server, most of the GUI defaults were determined via the GUIDE-
FAULTS records (maintained by the GDS process). From this release, GUI objects now inherit 
their color settings from the Appearance settings defined in Windows Display Properties. All 
of the display defaults related to object colors have therefore been taken out of the GUIDE-
FAULTS definition items, or set to null. The default font used for GUI objects has been changed 
from 'MS Sans Serif Bold' to 'MS Sans Serif Normal' and, being the default, is no longer stored in 
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the GDS record. As a result of these changes, the size of the record holding the GUI definition is 
significantly reduced, greatly improving the transfer rate between host and client. Please refer to 
the Standard Windows 95 Colors and Fonts topic in the SB+ Release 4 README for further 
information. This release of SB+ Server comes with a full set of new standard GUIDEFAULTS 
records (SCREEN.GUIDEFS, DIALOG.GUIDEFS, etc) to reflect these changes. During the 
upgrade procedure (see step  in the next section), the existing instances of these records will be 
copied over to the new account, but with a suffix of ‘16’ appended. If local changes have previ-
ously been made to these records and it is desired to retain these changes, it will be necessary to 
carry these changes over to the new records manually.

When upgrading accounts, it is suggested that you do not LOGTO the account to be upgraded; log 
off from the current account and log on to the new one. The account will be correctly upgraded 
from a LOGTO, however, the screen display on completion of the upgrade may be incorrect. Log-
ging off and back on will correct the screen display.

Upgrading From Release 2
Due to changes in driver item format, and enhancements to mouse device handling, all driver items 
from previous SB+ Server releases are cleared during an upgrade. When the corresponding process 
is invoked for the first time in Release 5, these items are rebuilt correctly. However, it is your 
responsibility to regenerate all generated code. You can do this by calling GC process.

On platforms that support named COMMON, changes have been made to the way the SB+ Server 
caches file variables. This has changed the internal structure of a named COMMON block 
reserved for SB+ Server. While this change does not affect any application, some platforms may 
display an error message when logging from accounts developed in earlier versions of SB+ Server-
Release 3.x. The error message displayed on some platforms is “named common size mismatch”. 
To avoid this, log off the older account, then log into the account with SB+ Server Release 5.

As the COMMON block has changed considerably, it is necessary recompile all user subroutines, 
and to regenerate and recompile all generated code. This must be done, otherwise your applica-
tions will not work correctly.

If you have used the Allow/Disallow Processes/Menu restriction option in Group Security records, 
you should run the process UPDATE.SECURITY which rebuilds these restrictions for all Groups on 
your system. The process can only be run from the System Administration account, SB+.

Upgrading from an earlier release of SB+ Server does not require re-licensing.
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Print Management in SB+ has changed substantially. The upgrade program converts all existing 
Printer Definitions to Physical Printer Definitions and Printer Class Definitions. See the SB+ 
Release 5 Reference Manual for full details of the new system.

The size of the screen definition array has changed from 40 to 50. Users who have defined a sub-
routine in the Subroutine to Modify Process slot will need to reflect this change in their code.

The 36 field per screen limit was removed in Release 3. D3, uniVerse, UniData and SBOpen users 
who have a subroutine in the Subroutine to Modify Process slot that dimensions the STEPS array 
will need to change the DIM value from 120 to 700.

The dimensioned array OUTVAL() was converted to a dynamic array in Release 3 of SB+. Basic 
code will need to be amended if OUTVAL has been referenced.

When upgrading accounts, we suggest that you do not LOGTO the account to be upgraded; log off 
from the current account and log on to the new one. The account will be correctly upgraded from a 
LOGTO; however, the screen display on completion of the upgrade will be incorrect. Logging off 
and back on will correct the screen display.

The item GC.CONTROL which is used for code generation purposes is stored in the DMSKEL-
CODE file. For Release 5, this item must be moved to the new file DMSYSDEFN before code 
generation proceeds, otherwise it will be overwritten by the upgrade. As DMSYSDEFN is not cre-
ated until the Release 5 upgrade is performed, you should move this item to a safe file (ie a file in 
another account) until the upgrade is complete, and then move to DMSYSDEFN. 

If you have used the Allow/Disallow Processes/Menu restriction option in Group Security records, 
you should run the process UPDATE.SECURITY, which rebuilds these restrictions for all Groups 
on your system. The process can only be run from the System Administration account SB+.

Due to the increasing complexity of SB+ Server, problems with ‘variable space’ may be encoun-
tered on some platforms.

Sites converting applications to use the new GUI functionality may find that their SB+ Server 
applications take up more disk space, depending on the complexity of the applications.

Shared Printers on D3
D3 on UNIX allows shared printers to be defined using the STARTSHP command. This command 
is used instead of the STARTPTR command. STARTSHP allows a printer to be shared by users of 
different applications on the UNIX platform. A printer started within D3 may be used from within 
D3, and used by other applications outside D3.
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SB+ supported shared printers from Release 3. In the Maintain Printers screen, invoked from the 
Admin > Printers & Terminals > Print Management menu, a new prompt Sh has been added. 
Typing Y at this prompt displays the D3 STARTSHP Parameters subscreen. This subscreen allows 
the entry of the additional parameters required over and above the normal STARTPTR parameters 
to start a shared printer.

The shared printer is terminated in the same way as an ordinary printer: delete the line containing 
the required shared printer, and press F2. Both the D3 and the UNIX device are deleted.

Please refer to the on-line Help and the D3 manual for full details of shared printing.

Upgrade Instructions

Warning
You should make a complete backup and verify it, before commencing an upgrade.

The upgrade procedure loads two accounts from the distribution media supplied. The first account 
is saved as SB+, but must be restored as SB+.UPGRADE. The second account is saved as 
SB+.DEFN and is restored with the same name. You may optionally load the SBDEMO account 
from the distribution media once the upgrade is complete.

If you are using Administration and Definition accounts which are not named SB+ and 
SB+.DEFN respectively, then in Steps 8 to 15 below you must use your account names wherever 
you see the SB+ and SB+.DEFN account names mentioned.

1. Ensure that all other users of SB+ Server are logged off the system, and that they remain so 
until the upgrade is complete.

2. Log to the Pick environment system administration account, usually SYSPROG.

3. Insert the distribution media.

4. Attach the appropriate media device, for example T-SELECT 0 or SET-SCT.

5. Restore the SB+ account from the media as SB+.UPGRADE.

6. When the restoration is complete log off the system administration account using the com-
mand OFF.
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7. Now log back onto the system administration account and log to the SB+.UPGRADE 
account, by entering; LOGTO SB+.UPGRADE.

8. If the SB+ Server Upgrade screen does not appear, or the account cannot be logged on to, 
check the following:

• Was the account correctly restored as SB+.UPGRADE?

• Was the name misspelled?

If the account has been restored and cannot be used, or was restored with the wrong name, you 
should delete the account and go back to Step 1.

If the restore is successful, the first SB+ Server Upgrade screen is displayed. The following 
fields prompt for the current Administration and Definition accounts:

Name of Existing .DEFN Account:  SB+.DEFN

Admin Account Name to Upgrade:  SB+

If a terminal definition has not been set up in Port Configure, you will now be prompted for it. 
If you are not sure of the terminal configuration name, enter DEFAULT.TERM.

It is possible that SB+Server will not be able to delete the SB+.DEFN account (if your 
SB+.DEFN and SB+.UPGRADE accounts reside within the same group in the SYSTEM 
file).

If this is the case you will be asked to log to SYSPROG, delete SB+.DEFN and log back to 
SB+.UPGRADE. 

Follow these instructions:

i. Press ENTER when prompted and you will be logged off.

ii. Log to SYSPROG:

LOGON: SYSPROG

iii. Delete SB+.DEFN: 

DELETE-ACCOUNT SB+.DEFN

iv. Log back to SB+.UPGRADE:

LOGTO SB+.UPGRADE
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9. You will now be prompted for the distribution media from which to load the new version of 
SB+.DEFN. 

Enter the number or letter corresponding to the supplied media, if different to the media used 
for the SB+ Server upgrade restore.

SB+.DEFN will now be deleted (if not already deleted manually).

If SB+.DEFN has already been deleted you may see a message similar to the following: 

Account Name is Missing/Illegal/Protected

This message can be safely ignored.

SB+.DEFN is now restored from the selected media. Follow the prompts for media changes.

If the restore is not successful, check the following:

• Did you select the right media?

• Is there a problem with the distribution tape? If so, you should contact your dealer imme-
diately for advice before proceeding further.

• Is the media correctly attached?

• Is there a hardware problem?

To abort the upgrade process, enter N in Step 9.

10. The second SB+ Server Upgrade screen is now displayed, and you are prompted if you want to 
proceed with the upgrade of SB+ Admin Accounts:

You are now in SB+.UPGRADE. DM etc is in SB+.DEFN. 

Proceed with upgrade of SB+ Admin Account SB+ (Y/N): N

N is the default. You should select N if the SB+.DEFN restore failed. The cause of the failure 
should be ascertained and rectified before restarting the upgrade. Once corrected, log on to 
SB+.UPGRADE again and the upgrade process will restart from Step 7.

Enter Y to start upgrading files in SB+. 

11. When the upgrade procedure upgrades the MD it copies all items that do not already exist in 
SB+. 
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However, if the item already exists in SB+ and is different from the new version in 
SB+.UPGRADE, you will be asked if you want to replace it. Answer Y to replace it, N to keep 
it.

12. The SAPROGS object file will now be copied into SB+. 

Note, that on some machines object code cannot be copied, so SAPROGS may have to be 
upgraded with a T-DUMP and T-LOAD. If this is the case you will be prompted to load a 
scratch diskette/tape and select a media type. Enter the number corresponding to the scratch 
media type.

If you are using a diskette, then you will be given the opportunity to format it.

13. Once the upgrade of SB+ Server is complete, you will be logged off. 

You may remove the upgrade media at this point. You may delete the SB+.UPGRADE 
account at any time.

14. It will now be necessary to upgrade individual accounts, starting with the System Administra-
tion Account, usually SB+. 

Log on to SB+. At the prompt to Upgrade from Release..., press ENTER to start the upgrade. 
Enter N and press ENTER to abort the upgrade and log off.

The account upgrade performs the following steps:

• Creates necessary files.

• Updates Q-pointers.

• Catalogs all new SB+ Server programs.

For each system in the account, where xx represents the System ID:

• If the system is created, (that is, the account had no systems), system files are created.

• Menus are upgraded.

• The xxCONTROL file is upgraded.

• Standard processes and help items are copied.

• All drivers in the xxDRIVERS file are cleared.
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Before upgrading further accounts, check that the SB+ account appears to be working. If you 
believe that a problem exists, you should contact your dealer for advice before proceeding fur-
ther. If you are satisfied that the upgrade has completed correctly, proceed to upgrade other 
SB+ Server accounts on your system.

When an account upgrade is complete, you should see the SB+ Server logon screen. Check the 
legend for the Release No. following the copyright notice. An example of how this will appear 
is shown below:

Release 4.3

15. Loading the Release 4 version of SBDEMO

This step is optional. However, as the SBDEMO account demonstrates the many new features 
and enhancements of SB+ Server, including GUI screens, Ardent recommends that you 
upgrade the SBDEMO account.

To load the SBDEMO account from the supplied media:

i. Login to the SB+ account.

ii. If SBDEMO already exists, delete the account using the Delete An Account option in 
the Admin > Accounts menu.

iii. Select the media SBDEMO was supplied on using the Select Media option in the 
Backup menu.

iv. Restore SBDEMO using the Restore Account(s) option in the Backup menu.
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Chapter 4 - Licensing 
SB+ Server
This chapter describes the steps you need to take to log onto SB+ Server for the first time, includ-
ing licensing SB+ Server for your site.
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Introduction

When you have installed SB+ Server for the first time, you will need to log into the system admin-
istration account, SB, so that your copy of SB+ Server can be configured for use.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Run the .profile in the SB (or SB+) directory as follows:

For UniData users;

cd /u/sbplus/SB
./.profile

or, for uniVerse users:

cd /u/sbplus/SB+
./.profile

Note
The actual path that you specify will depend on the database installation that exists within your 
organisation.
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SB+ displays the following dialog:

2. Press Enter, or click Continue.

SB+ Server displays the License Details form.
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3. Complete the License Details form. See "License Details Entry Form" on page 72 for infor-
mation on the available prompts. If details on the form are correct, press the ENTER key. This 
saves your license details and SB+ Server displays the following dialog:

4. Press the ENTER key, or click Accept, to print the license letter. 

After checking that it is correct, sign the printed copy and post or fax it, together with the 
signed license agreement, to your SB+ Server software distributor, who will then supply you 
with a license number authorizing SB+ Server for the described configuration. You need not 
do this immediately, but you must enter the license number within 31 days of installation, oth-
erwise SB+ Server will become inoperative. Any details you have entered will be preserved 
until the license number is entered correctly.
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Until a license number is entered, SB+ Server displays a dialog when you log on, that will 
show the number of days remaining before the temporary license expires:
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In this dialog you can:

5. On the SB+ Server login form, enter SB at the User Id prompt and press Enter at the Password 
prompt.

Note
There is no password initially defined for the SB+ Server user. You can modify the password after 
you login in.

Press or Click To

A Accept Accept this message and continue the SB+ login pro-
cess.

P Print Reprint your license details.

L License Enter your license number when it is received. Once 
you have entered your license number, SB+ is cor-
rectly licensed for your machine.

D Display Re-displays your license details.
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When you have logged in correctly, SB+ Server will display the System Administration main 
menu:

You should make backups of the accounts SB and SB.DEFN (or SB+ and SB+.DEFN) as 
soon as possible, and continue to backup the SB account on a regular basis, as it contains 
important user and system data.
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License Details Entry Form

The License Details Entry form allows you to enter details required for licensing SB+ Server on 
the current hardware.

Note
This license is not transferable to another machine without re-licensing. 
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A description of each prompt follows. Prompts marked with an asterisk character (*) in the asterisk 
column in the following table are used in generating your license number, so ensure you enter the 
correct information for these. If you make a mistake at any prompt, press Esc to go back a prompt, 
or click on the required prompt.

Prompts

Prompt * Description

Company/User Name * The name of the company or individual to be licensed to 
use SB+ Server. This name is displayed in various SB+ 
Server Office Automation and Tools reports, and is used as 
a default company name for new applications.

Postal Address Line 1, 2 & 3 The full postal address of your organization.

Post/Zip Code The postal code or zip code.

Contact: Title, First Name & 
Surname

Normally the person whom the SB+ Server software dis-
tributor would contact in your organization.

Telephone Number: Area & 
Number

The area code and telephone number of the above person. 
Include extension numbers where applicable.

SB+ Serial Number * The SB+ Server serial number supplied with your SB+ 
documentation.

American/International Sets the date format to one of the following: 

A — for American (mm/dd/yyyy) 

I — for International (dd/mm/yyyy)

SB+ Runtime Code * The SB+ Server runtime code supplied with your copy of 
SB+ (if you have purchased a runtime-only copy of SB+ 
Server).

Note - Enter NONE if you have purchased a development 
license.

License Details Entry Prompts
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Hardware Manufacturer The type of hardware SB+ Server is being installed on. For 
example, HP PC.

Model Number The model number of the hardware. For example, RS6000.

Computer Serial # The serial number of the hardware.

Operating Environment The operating system type, that is AIX, NT and so on.

O/E Release The release number of the operating environment in use.

Dealer Name The name of your SB+ Server software distributor.

Upgrade (Y/N) Enter N if this is a new installation of SB+ Server. Enter Y 
if this is an upgrade to an existing SB+ Server installation.

Product Description The description of the System Builder product. (display 
only).

Users * The number of users licensed to use the product is dis-
played at the previous prompt, as stated on your License 
Agreement.

Media Type The media type. For example 4mm tape.

Media Density The media density, if applicable.

Prompt * Description

License Details Entry Prompts (continued)
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Concepts and Tools
This chapter describes the following concepts and tools

• learning SB+ Server

• logging on and off

• navigating SB+ Server

• process calls

• system prompts and messages

• help
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Learning SB+ Server

As you develop applications in SB+ Server, the following features can help you learn SB+ Server:

• SB+ Server textual help — press F1 to display context-sensitive information on any com-
ponent of SB+ (up to five levels of textual help may be available for a component using 
F1). In GUI mode the first level help reminders can be switched off via a user flag.

• SB+ Server help string (tool tips) — this provides popup user friendly labels to provide 
descriptive text for objects on a form. This functionality is available in GUI mode only.

• SB+ Server intuitive help — press F3 to display interactive dialogs to help you in com-
pleting forms that support intuitive help (this is a particularly useful feature of SB+, for 
both new users and more regular users)

• SB+ Server demonstration account — use the SBDEMO account, bundled with SB+, 
for an example car rental application that demonstrates the features of SB+ Server (and 
includes an auto-demonstration)

• Training courses — contact your local Ardent office for details of introductory, interme-
diate, and advanced courses in SB+ Server. In-house training may also be available.

• Tutorials and books — contact your local Ardent office for a current list of books and 
other tutorial material
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Logging On and Off

To access SB+ Server you must have a User Id and Password. 

Your user id (for example, JS) is associated with a user group (for example, CLERKS). This user 
group determines your level of access within the SB+ Server environment and also in relation to 
SB+ Server applications. Your password is associated with your user id, and you must enter both 
correctly to gain access to SB+ Server.

Logging Onto SB+ Server
1. The recommended method of access to SB+ Server is via the SBClient application. In 

Windows95 (or later) or Windows NT 4.0 (or later):

Choose Programs > SBClient > SBClient
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2. At the SBClient startup screen, select the host from the list shown in the picture frame then 
click on the bell icon (or double-click or press the Enter key).

3. A login prompt will appear. Enter the login assigned by your Systems Administrator.

4. Now, a password prompt may appear. If so, then enter the password, and press the ENTER 
key.

Many installations using the SB+ Server/SBClient combination will use automatic scripts. 
Therefore the steps that follow will not be required to be carried out directly by users, and are 
described for general information.

5. Unix users of UniData or uniVerse would now navigate to the user account directory (i.e. using 
the cd command). Now type .profile and then press the ENTER key.

6. Enter a SB+ Server User Id and Password. Complete the prompts as appropriate.

7. A prompt will appear asking you for the Terminal Id. This will depend on your terminal, but 
if you are using a Windows based PC and SBClient as your terminal then enter TU.VT220 if 
you are unsure of what to enter here.
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Logging Off SB+ Server
There are several methods to log off from SB+ Server. The following instructions relate to logging 
off via an SBClient generated session on a Windows based PC:

Note
The method required to log off may vary from the instructions that follow depending on the nature 
of your operating environment.

1. Choose the Logto option from the main menu (if available), and enter OFF at the Logto 
Account prompt.

2. Exit according to the operating environment you are using, for example on Unix you would 
press Ctrl + D or type exit then press the ENTER key.

3. Press the Close button at the dialog presented.
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Navigating SB+ Server (GUI mode)

Using Menus
You can use any of the following methods to choose a menu option:

• press Alt and the highlighted letter of the main menu item, and then type the highlighted 
letter of the option.

• press Alt to change the input focus to the menu (action) bar. Press the left-arrow or right-
arrow keys to move the highlight bar over the required menu item, then press the up-arrow 
and down-arrow keys to select the required option and press Enter.

• choose the menu option with your mouse.

To exit a menu, press Esc. This returns you to the previous menu or, if you are at the main menu, to 
the SB+ Server login form. Pressing Esc at this form logs you off.

Entering 0 (zero) at any menu takes you (depending on your security level) to a command line 
shell.

Using Forms
SB+ Server forms contain fields, labels, combo boxes, buttons, and other objects.

A related input field and label is referred to as a prompt. At prompts you enter the required 
response or press Enter to accept the displayed default value. Edit your input using the appropriate 
edit keys.

When you enter SB+ Server process and file names at prompts, you should use upper case. When 
you enter display and description fields, you can use mixed cases.

The following edit keys assist the developer to edit the contents of a field:

Field

Label

Buttons

Form
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• the F2 function key

• up-arrow or down-arrow

• Tab or back-Tab

• clicking on another field with the mouse

For example, if you press F2, SB+ accepts the text at the current prompt (you don’t have to press 
the Enter key), and then invokes the action assigned to the F2 key.

Form Navigation Keys

Use the following keys to navigate through a form (you can customize these keys in your terminal 
definition):

Key Description

Esc The action of the Esc key depends on the edit key movement mode set in the 
SB+ Control Parameters form. The mode may be set to either the CUA (Com-
mon User Access) standard, or to a default SB+ action.

• If the CUA Arrow Movement prompt in the SB+ Control Parameters form 
is set to Y, the current record displayed on the form is cleared and the cursor 
returned to the key field. If there is no key field on the form, or the key field 
is currently empty, the form is exited.

• If the CUA Arrow Movement prompt is set to N, Esc takes you back one 
input step.

Down-arrow 
& Up-arrow

Moves the cursor to the next or previous field. The top-of-text and bottom-of-
text keys move the cursor directly to the first or last field on the form. To move 
directly to a particular field enter /n, where n is the number of that field on the 
form. If the data in the field is modified arrow keys cause the validation process 
to be run in the same way as the TAB and RETURN keys (also known as the 
ENTER key on some keyboards). If data has not been modified the validation 
process is not run for arrow keys, but is still run for the TAB and RETURN 
keys.

Form Navigation Keys
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F2 In general, pressing F2 accepts the current data and exits the form. In some 
cases, however, the data is not saved depending on the function assigned to the 
F2 key.

You can use F2 to accept a form at any time, but only if you have completed all 
mandatory fields, if specified. If you press F2 and a mandatory field has not 
been completed, the cursor is positioned at each uncompleted field in turn, 
where you are prompted for input.

If the F2 key is available, there is either an F2-Save or F2-Accept button on the 
bottom of the form.

\ Clears a field (makes it null). You can also use the Delete key to delete all the 
selected (highlighted) text.

/ Allows you to call a process (if permitted by your security level). For example: 
/WHO

/n Moves the cursor directly to field n, in the tab order specified for the form. For 
example: /5 moves the cursor to the fifth field in tab order in the current form.

/n.m Moves the cursor directly to a value m within a multi-valued field n on a form. 
For example: /5.7 moves the cursor to the seventh value in the fifth field in tab 
order in the current form, with the cursor positioned in the controlling multi-
valued field.

You can move the cursor to a value within the current multi-valued field with-
out knowing the field number. Instead of specifying a field number for n, use 0 
(zero), as is shown in the following examples:

• /0.999 jumps to the last value in the window plus one, with the cursor posi-
tioned in the controlling multi-valued field. 

• /0.5 jumps to the fifth value in the current multi-valued field, with the cursor 
positioned in the controlling multi-valued field.

Key Description

Form Navigation Keys (continued)
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Edit Keys

/KEYS displays the list of current edit keys. The keys displayed depend on the terminal definition. 
For information on editing the terminal definition, see the “Terminal Definitions (Screen 1)” sec-
tion in Chapter 3, “Administration” of the Administration Manual.

Using Function Keys
SB+ makes extensive use of the function keys. Function keys are usually assigned the most fre-
quently used functions, such as saving a record, deleting a record, getting help, and invoking 
related processes.

The following is the default function key configuration:

Key Description

F1 Displays textual help related to the current prompt. F1 may not appear as a but-
ton on a form, but it is always available. There is also a Help String (tool tip) 
function available. When Help String is enabled then when the mouse is over a 
particular object, after a small time delay you will see a help string appear for 
that topic. The Help Strings will have been provided by the Developer.

F2 Saves or accepts data on a form. If an F2 button does not appear at the bottom 
of the form, it may not be available. The differences between the Save and 
Accept buttons are:

Accept - Accepts the data on the form, and returns control to the process that 
called the form.

Save - Accepts the data on the form, and writes the record to the file.

For example, the Report Parameters form calls the More Report Parameters 
sub screen when you press F8. After you fill in the required fields in the More 
Report Parameters form and click F2-Accept, or press F2, control returns to 
the Report Parameters form. The data is saved to the file only when you click 
F2-Save, or press F2, on the Report Parameters form.

Function Key Descriptions
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Using a Mouse
In the GUI mode of SB+ Server, the mouse typically conforms to Windows-based application 
behavior. However, when in the character emulation interface, for example running a report to 
screen, the behavior is different.

The remainder of this section describes how to use the mouse when you are working in character 
emulation mode.

F3 Calls intuitive help, if available for the current prompt. Intuitive help provides 
intelligent assistance in completing fields. F3 does not appear as a button at the 
bottom of forms. If (F3) is displayed at the end of a textual help message (gen-
erated by pressing F1), intuitive help is available.

Note - The key that invokes intuitive help is defined in the terminal definition. 
The default is F3. All subsequent references to F3 in this guide and within F1 
textual help refer to the intuitive help key. You can define a different key (not 
necessarily a function key) to invoke intuitive help.

F4 Deletes records. If F4-Del is not on the bottom of a form and or is greyed out, it 
is not available.

F10 Changes the input focus to the action (menu) bar, if available. You can access 
the action bar from most SB+ tools, and an action bar can be defined for any 
form in your application.

Key Description

Function Key Descriptions (continued)
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Running Report to Screen

On a three-button mouse, pressing the middle-button is treated as pressing the left-button and the 
right-button simultaneously, which is the exit process.

Defining Window Coordinates

Mouse Button Action

Left-button Below or on status/prompt Line highlighted:

• left of center of prompt, scrolls screen left

• right of center of prompt, scrolls screen right

Above status/prompt Line:

• above center of screen, back-pages report

• below center of screen, forward-pages report

Right-button Invokes Enter.

Mouse Button Behavior When Running a Report to Screen

Mouse Button Action

Left-button • first click is for top-left corner and second is for bot-
tom-right corner

• alternatively, you can hold the button down at the 
top-left corner and drag the mouse to the bottom-
right corner, then release

Right-button • if amending existing coordinates, it moves the win-
dow to the pointer position

• if there are no existing coordinates, it acts the same 
as the left-button

Mouse Button Behavior When Defining Window Coordinates
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Process Calls 

SB+ Server is built from, and is used to build, functional units called processes. A process per-
forms a function of a predefined process type, with the specific action defined by the developer. A 
process can use data passed to it from other processes, and return data either to the calling process, 
or to another process called by the current process. 

You can call a process in a number of ways.

• in the SB+Server environment, to call a process from any system prompt (including the 
SB+Server shell prompt), menu or an action bar defined for an input form, the syntax is:

/processname

For example, /FD invokes the Field Definitions tool.

• typing / at a menu or action bar displays the Process Id prompt, where you can enter the 
name of the process (F3 intuitive help is available). At any other prompt, enter the full 
/processname string and press Enter. To view a selection list of all processes supplied with 
SB+ Server (depending on security), enter: /T?.
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System Prompts and Messages 

System Prompts
SB+ Server may prompt you for a choice of actions. For example, when running reports you are 
prompted for the destination of the output:

Other types of system prompts appear as text and may require a yes or no answer. The following 
screen example is how a prompt would appear when using SB+ Server in character mode.
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In most cases a default value is supplied (S in the examples above). F1 textual help and F3 intuitive 
help are generally available if you require help in answering a prompt.

Error Messages

SB+ Server validates your input wherever possible. If your input is invalid, SB+ Server displays an 
error message dialog box. Press Enter, or click Continue, to clear the message and return to the 
field.

Error messages are self explanatory and specific to the type of error encountered. 

Informative Messages

SB+ Server displays status messages indicating the current state of a process, or the system. Infor-
mative messages do not usually require you to do anything. Messages are displayed in the status 
bar at the bottom of the SB+ Server window or in a dialog box (in which case press Enter, or click 
Continue, to proceed).
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Help 

SB+ Server provides two types of help:

• textual

• intuitive

Textual Help
Up to five levels of context-sensitive textual help are available by pressing F1.

In most cases, not all levels of help are necessary. For example, it may be sufficient to describe a 
concept in two levels of help. It is not necessary to create further levels of help in this case.
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Level 1 (Reminder)

Press F1 to display a short one or two line help message in the status bar at the bottom of the win-
dow:

When you place the mouse pointer above an input field you will notice that a help string (tooltip) 
appears. This option can be used either in conjunction with or in place of textual help if required.

The help string will also appear for the current field if you position the mouse pointer over the sta-
tus bar.
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If additional help is available, it is indicated by (F1-More) at the end of the message. The message 
remains at the bottom of the window until either F1 is pressed again, the current field is accepted, 
or the cursor is moved to another field. 

Level 2 (Window)

Press F1 again to display a window containing additional help (if available):

The help window remains on the screen until it is closed. You can close the window by pressing 
Esc or Enter, or clicking the window close icon.
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Level 3 (Full Page)

Press F1 again to display a full page of help (if available):

Level 4 (Help Menu)

Press F1 again to display a help menu specific to the current form:

The options available on this menu display help on the function keys, the action bar and other top-
ics, depending on the context. 

Level 5 (General Help)

Press F1 again to display general help on a number of topics.

For example, selecting Glossary displays an alphabetical list of glossary terms and their defini-
tions. This glossary is also available by entering: /GLOSS.

Intuitive Help
Intuitive help provides you with intelligent and structured assistance when you are entering infor-
mation into a field. Intuitive help is available throughout the SB+ tools, and can be included in 
applications developed using SB+ Server. An intuitive help process can be any valid SB+ process, 
including user subroutines.
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The availability of intuitive help is indicated by the text “(F3)” appearing in the F1 help message. 
Intuitive help is normally invoked using the F3 key; however, this key can be redefined for a partic-
ular terminal definition.

Note
Intuitive help can also be used as a method for browsing records where you are unsure of the field, 
record id or value to search for.

The following intuitive help menus were called from the Customer Code prompt:
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Because an intuitive help process may be any valid SB+ Server process, it is easy to build a process 
that can use the current state of the record, or the value of a field in a record (in this case, the field 
type), to call different processes from the same field.
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